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Engineering Analysis using PAFEC Finite Element SoftwareRoutledge, 1998
The general layout of the book is clear and concise with the use of chapter summaries and conclusions being very good...At the end of each chapter there is a list of useful references, and the book finishes with an index, which is brief yet definitive...particular benefit to the new PAFEC user. - Vibration Digest
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Ruby on Rails Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Ruby on Rails is a feature-rich, easy to learn, and powerful web application framework that makes creating sophisticated, full featured web applications a snap. With the intuitive, straightforward nature of Ruby and the development platform provided by Rails, anyone can put together full-fledged web applications quickly, even if they're new to web...
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USB Complete: The Developer's Guide (Complete Guides series)Lakeview Research, 2009
This updated edition of the best-selling developer's guide to the Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface covers all aspects of project development, including hardware design, device firmware, and host application software.



Topics include how to choose a device controller chip, how to write device firmware for USB...
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SQL The Complete Reference, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Get comprehensive coverage of every aspect of SQL from three leading industry experts. Revised with coverage of the latest RDBMS software versions, this one-stop guide explains how to build, populate, and administer high-performance databases and develop robust SQL-based applications.&nbsp;

SQL: The Complete Reference, Third...
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Dungeon Master 4th Edition For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Whether you've been a Dungeon Master (DM) before and want to fine-tune your skills or want to get ready and take the plunge, this is the book for you. It gives you the basics on running a great game, info for more advanced dungeon mastering, guidelines for creating adventures, and tips for building a campaign. It shows you how to:

...
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HDR Photography Photo Workshop (Wiley's Photo Workshop Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Expand your artistic vision with HDR photography

By artfully blending multiple exposures, you can create images with incredible detail, photos that mimic fine paintings, surrealistic imagery — once you understand the process, your options are virtually endless. This book explains the tools you need to get started and how to create...
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Fuel Cell Electronics PackagingSpringer, 2007

	Today's commercial, medical and military electronics are becoming smaller and smaller. At the same time, these devices are packed with more functions and demand more power. This power requirement is currently met almost exclusively by battery power. A fuel cell is like a battery converting chemical energy directly to electricity. The...
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Adobe Flex 4: Training from the Source, Volume 1Adobe Press, 2010

	Adobe Flex: Training from the Source is the best-selling and most trusted resource for learning about Adobe Flex. Written by a team of authors with practical experience as consultants, mentors and developers of courseware, this book/CD uses project-based tutorials, and is designed to teach beginning Flex developers the details of building and...
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Everything You Know about CSS Is Wrong!SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2008

	
		Get ready to experience an eye-opening expos on CSS as you know it today. You'll discover a fresh approach to coding Cascading Style Sheets, making old hacks and workarounds a distant memory.

	
		In this book, you'll learn how to start taking full advantage of Internet Explorer 8 using the very latest CSS techniques...
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Test-Driven JavaScript Development (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2010

	For JavaScript developers working on increasingly large and complex projects, effective automated testing is crucial to success. Test-Driven JavaScript Development is a complete, best-practice guide to agile JavaScript testing and quality assurance with the test-driven development (TDD) methodology. Leading agile JavaScript...
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Test Driven Development for Embedded C (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		TDD is a modern programming practice C developers need to know. It's a different way to program---unit tests are written in a tight feedback loop with the production code, assuring your code does what you think. You get valuable feedback every few minutes. You find mistakes before they become bugs. You get early warning of design...
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Ranking Queries on Uncertain Data (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2011

	Uncertain data is inherent in many important applications, such as environmental surveillance, market analysis, and quantitative economics research. Due to the importance of those applications and rapidly increasing amounts of uncertain data collected and accumulated, analyzing large collections of uncertain data has become an important task....
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